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Abstract

Unit commitment problem has a great importance in power system operation planning. Recently, with
restructuring process in power systems, and concern about economic and ecological issues, a need for efficient
and green energy production with renewable resources such as wind power plants has risen. Wind energy does
not impose any charge for its owners; but on the other hand, due to variable and stochastic nature of wind speed,
wind farm's generation changes, accordingly. Because of uncertainty in predicting wind power, even for short
time, use of Pumped Storage Hydro Power Plants alongside wind resources has been proposed to achieve higher
maneuver power in units operation and benefit of energy exchange in power market. In this paper, powerful
advanced genetic algorithm is applied to solve common unit commitment problem at the presence of wind and
pumped storage hydro power plants. Objective function of optimization problem is maximizing the sum of
electrical energy generation benefit of various power plants in the day-ahead power pool market, considering all
operational limits. Proposed advanced genetic algorithm and its formulation with coding procedure of unknown
variable in chromosome is explained and then, the numerical studies are performed on a typical test system under
power pool market conditions, which its generation system consists of 10 thermal units, 1 wind farm, and 1
PSHpower plants. Finally, the simulation results and effectiveness of proposed algorithm are evaluated.
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I. Introduction
With regard to the vital role of power systems in
modern human life, professional engineers have
responsibility of proper operation of electrical
resources or generators. To realize this goal, unit
commitment, due to its great importance, has been
studied more and more in recent decades. Solving
this problem gives 24-hour or sometimes weekly
ON/OFF state and Economic Dispatch (ED) of
generating units in restructured power systems. In
recent years, environmental concern and economic
issues have more increased the need to use of
power plants with high efficiency and low
pollution level. With system restructuring, wind

farms, due to their extensive advantages, have
adsorbed attention of different countries. Since
wind does not have any production cost, therefore,
we attempt to maximize use of wind farms in
optimal scheduling of power system for operation
planning time interval. Since one of main
characteristics of wind is its variable nature,
therefore, the wind power prediction always
includes uncertainty, even for short time. Hence,
use of Pumped Storage Hydro Power Plant
alongside wind farms is proposed as an effective
solution to decrease uncertainties. A pumped
Storage Hydro Power Plant is a set that stores
energy in itself, with water cycling in its two lower
and upper reservoirs. To store energy, pumps
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carry water from lower to upper reservoir and use
it like a hydro power plant: Water is passed
through hydro turbines and brought back to lower
reservoir. Thus, surplus produced energy of wind
farms can be stored in this way or its produced
energy shortage can be compensated without fuel
consumption. In power market with classical
structure, thermal units and hydro power plants
are coordinated to reduce fuel cost. Hence, today
the pumped storage hydro power plants are
utilized to provide peak load demand and then it is
operated in low load period with pumping water to
upper reservoir. With the appearance of
competitive market and restructuring in power
industry, some changes in operation planning
problem have been formed. The most important
change happens inits objective function which has
turned to maximizing benefit from minimizing
cost. Currently, these pumped storage hydro units
can participate in market separately or can be used
with companies which have either or both
conventional units and wind power plants.
Coordinating pumped storage power plant
alongside wind resources which have high risk in
energy generation can increase benefit and
decrease the risk of wind resources in market. In
recent years, numerous studies have been
performed to investigate the impact of wind power
generation on power system utilization. In
reference [1], wind farm and pumped storage
hydro power plants combination is proposed. With
this approach, PSH power plants can compensate
the uncertainty in wind prediction. It also studies
optimal scheduling of power system with wind
farm and pumped storage units to minimize
expected social cost in shorttime market. In
addition, uncertainty of load forecasting in
scheduling was considered. In reference [2], a new
method for operation pattern of PSH power plants
is proposed, considering surplus power problem,
resource reliability, generation cost reduction,
which is presented with optimal solution of Parto
method. Reliability and fuel cost of each PSH
power plant is estimated by Monte Carlo
simulation method. Simulation results show that
total cost of thermal units to maintain generating
resources reliability by use of PSH power plants in
power systems with high penetration of
photovoltaic resources will increase. In reference
[3], a simulation method for generation scheduling
and its application for Chinese state PSH power
plant capacity planning is proposed. Daily load
dispatching between various types of power plants
are simulated, using UC module. Simulation of
wind farm operation was entered to the model for
considering its variation effect on load daily
dispatching. In reference [4], a robust optimization
approach to overcome wind power uncertainty is
represented, with the goal of providing robust unit
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commitment for thermal power plants in the dayahead market under the worst scenarios of wind
power. Robust optimization problem is modeled
by use of an uncertainty set which includes the
worstcase scenarios, and maintains these
scenarios under the minimal increment of costs.
This paper proposes advanced Genetic Algorithm
(GA) to solve UC optimization problem in presence
of wind farm and PSH power plants in addition to
thermal units. All types of power plants to provide
network's load demand are scheduled in the dayahead pool market with simultaneous clearing
energy and reserve. First, the pumped storage
power plants and wind farms are modeled to
participate into the power market. Then, the
solution procedure of optimization problem with
advanced genetic algorithm technique by
introducing unknown variables coding in
chromosome is explained and finally, numerical
studies using apocryphal data is applied on a test
system, consisting of 10 thermal units, 1 wind
farm, and 1 PSH power plant, and achieved results
are evaluated. Rest of paper is organized as
follows: In second part, the biding modeling of
thermal units, wind farms and pumped storage
power plants are presented under power pool
market conditions. Advanced Genetic Algorithm
Technique is completely introduced in third part of
the paper which is applied to solve unit
commitment, including thermal units, wind farms,
and PSH power plants. Simulation studies on the
typical test system are performed in fourth part of
this paper and the conclusion has been is
presented in last part of this paper.
II. BIDING MODELING OF THERMAL UNITS,
WIND FARMS AND PSHPOWER PLANTS IN
POWER POOL MARKET
In this unit commitment, in addition to thermal
units, wind farms and pumped storage hydro
power plants are considered in power pool market.
Objective function of optimization problem is
maximizing the shareholders' benefit in a dayahead pool market according to relation (1):
(1)
Total demand of consumers should be provided by
various types of energy producers. Also according
to relation (2):

(2)

For entering these power plants to the day-ahead
power market energy exchange, they should be
correctly modeled. In subsections, PSH power
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plants, wind farms and thermal units are modeled,
separately.

(8)

A. Biding Modeling of Thermal Units
In general, achieved benefit from thermal power
plants with regard to energy generation and
maintaining spinning reserve for reliability
management in power pool market is calculated as
follows from (3) to (15):

(9)
(10)
(11)

(3)

(12)
(13)

(4)

(14)

(5)

(15)

(6)

Cost function is usually proposed by power plants
owner in pool market in several segments based
on unit's marginal price. Figure (1) shows a
piecewise linear production cost of a thermal unit
in three segments to participate in a day-ahead
pool market.

(7)

Figure 1: piecewise linear production cost of athermal unit in three segments

B. Biding Modeling of Wind Farms
Proposed strategy for wind farms is presented as a
probabilistic optimization problem. Therefore, by
maximizing (16), bidding energy of wind farms to
daily energy market in each hour in a day can be
calculated. Relations (17), (18), and (19) are
constraints of the optimization problem. Relations
(17) and (18) are used to calculate binary
variables, and (19) shows maximum biding energy
of wind farms to market [5]-[6].

(16)
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(17)
(18)
(19)
C. Biding Modeling of PSHpower plants
The goal of this section is biding modeling of
pumped storage hydro power plants in daily
energy pool market. Scheduling time period is
selected one day. Stored energy in upper reservoir
of PSH power plant at the end of a day equals to its
stored energy at the beginning of that day [7].
Objective function is maximizing daily benefit as
inrelation (20):

(20)

(21)
(22)
(23)
(24)
(25)
(26)
(27)
(28)
(29)
Relation (21) shows hourly expected stored energy
in upper reservoir of pumped storage hydro power
plant and relation (22) shows its minimum and
maximum energy limits. Lower reservoir of PSHPP
is, in fact, larger than upper reservoir. Hence, its
minimum and maximum energy stored limits are
ignored. Relations (23) and (24) show permission
energy generation and consumption limits in PSH
power plant, respectively. Relation (25)
guarantees that whenever one of PSHPP units is
pumping, the generation mode is not reachable.
Relations (26) and (27) model PSHPP's
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statechange time, the way that usually power
plant's state-change from production to
consumption, and vice versa, takes several minutes
which causes losing participation opportunity of
power plant in the one-hour market. Relations (28)
and (29) show stored energy balance in upper
reservoir, and biding energy in daily market,
respectively [7]-[8].
III.
ADVANCED
GENETIC
ALGORITHM
TECHNIQUE
Genetic algorithm is one of search and
optimization methods which is based on principles
and mechanisms of natural genetic and selection of
the fittest. Since this algorithm follows the superior
survival principle, it provides conditions to reach
desirable solution. In some cases, especially facing
complicated optimization problems with multiple
local optimal points that the conventional
optimization methods do not lead to reliable
results, genetic algorithm can be a very reliable
alternative. Classic mathematical methods have
two main weaknesses: first, they consider the local
optimal point as the global optimal point. Second,
each classic method is useful for a particular
problem. Genetic algorithm application, because of
its stochastic nature, gives us the chance of
reaching the global optimal point and for this
reason in this paper it is proposed to solve unit
commitment, including thermal units, wind farms,
and PSH power plants. Coding procedure of
unknown variables in chromosome is explained in
following subsection.
A. Chromosome Structure
First step in problem solving using GA is
Chromosome definition for problem which shows
unknown variable coding. Here we use binary-real
combined method where in binary each gene takes
two values 0 or 1, which shows ON/OFF state of
generating unit in hour ti, And in real case each
gene takes a real value which shows marginal
clearing price in hour ti. In this way, in a
chromosome that expresses problem's variables,
first N genes shows ON/OFF state of each unit with
the same gene number in hour ti and gene number
(N+1), which is last gene of chromosome, shows
MCP in hour ti. Therefore, the gene number of
problem's chromosome is (N+1).T. An example of
defined chromosome is shown in table (1).
B. Generation Procedure of Initial Population
Naturally, initial population generation with
regard to defined limits at the first time is difficult.
For this reason, load behavior was used. Here, we
act intelligently: for the peak load, maximum
number of generators is selected ON state and also
for off and low load, small generators are selected
OFF state. Marginal clearing price of previous day
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market at the same time are used as initial guesses
for today MCP.

new population based on their fitness of total
fitness. In better words, here, elite selection
criterion is used.

C. Selection Operator
Criterion for individual selection in each
population is based on their fitness. They appear in
TABLE I: AN EXAMPLE OF DEFINED CHROMOSOME TO SOLVE UC

TABLE II: AN EXAMPLE OF CROSSOVER OPERATOR APPLICATION FOR TWO CHROMOSOMES

D. Crossover Operator
If crossover operator is implemented in its
standard form, because of UC constraints such as
minimum up and down time, it is possible
aforementioned constraints are not satisfied by
chromosome changing. To solve this problem like
figure (3), only, particular places are predicted to
apply this operator which consists of the bound
between the unit's scheduling time and other
units'. In this figure, crossover place is the bound
between scheduling time of unit 2 and unit3.
E. Mutation Operator
Here, multiple places mutation operator is used
that during it one gene of total genes related to
each unit can change in case of having necessary
conditions. But because of aforementioned reason,
mutation operator, like crossover operator, cannot
be applied to each gene in each chromosome.
Meaning that in scheduling time of each unit, if unit
is in the ON state for a particular hour and for next
hour is in the OFF state therefore this unit by
applying mutation can turn off in that particular
hour and on the next hour. But in the 00 or 11
combinations, with change in each gene to 0 or 1,
the probability of violating relation (4) will
increase.
F. Shift Operator
One of new operators used in this study is shift or
replace operator which gives special variety to
genetic operators. Use of this operator results each
chromosome's gene shifting one unit to right or
left. Table (3) shows an example of shift to right.

Table (4) also shows this operation for MCP genes
separately.
(30)
Fitness function of proposed Genetic algorithm is
presented as relation (30). In genetic algorithm,
goal is maximizing the fitness function. So, fitness
function should be designed the way that the
variables of UC optimization problem can be
computed by applying proposed genetic algorithm.
Since here the goal is maximizing exchange benefit
of power plants under a day-ahead pool market
condition, therefore, the benefit of all types of the
power plants will participate directly in fitness
function. Here, Ffgid is summation benefit of all
types of power plants in the market. Since all types
of power plants have technical limits for
participation in power market, therefore, these
limits should be entered in fitness function as
penalty factors that if violations of their technical
limits occurred, then power plants benefits in
power market will decrease. For this reason,
penalty factors are entered in denominator of
fitness function of proposed advanced model of
genetic algorithm. To compensate some small
penalty factors, they were multiplied by
coefficients such as α, β andγ. To prevent
denominator of fitness function becoming zero
when technical limits of all types of power plants
are satisfied in UC problem solving, number 1 is
added to sum of penalty factors. In fitness function,
index id is the number of chromosomes. Index VT
id is thermal unit penalty for violation from
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minimum up and down time limitation. Index VP id
is the penalty of generation and load demand
unbalances. Index VR id is penalty of spinning
reserve shortage when lower than the
predetermined amount. Indexes F id and F-idare
penalties for violation from its minimum and
maximum stored energy in the upper reservoir of
pumped storage hydro power plants, respectively.
Index F*id is penalty for violation from ON/OFF
limitation of pumped storage hydro power plants.
Index Fjid is penalty for violation from stored
energy equality at the beginning and end of
scheduling period of power market in the upper
reservoir of pumped storage hydro power plants.
Figure (2) shows the flowchart of proposed
advanced genetic algorithm which is used to solve
unit commitment optimization problem in

presence of all types of power plants. In first step,
coding Chromosomes of UC problem, considering
above descriptions, are designed. In second step,
initial population should be created and then,
fitness chromosomes evaluations are performed in
next step of proposed algorithm. Applying
selection operator and choosing individuals equal
to chromosomes number of initial population are
done in fourth step. In the three next steps of
proposed algorithm, crossover operator with
rating Pc, shift operator with rating Psh and
mutation operator with rating Pm are applied. If
the targets are satisfied, the nbest population is
selected as final UC solution. Otherwise, new
population is created and then the algorithm
returns to step 3, and repeats from step 3, again.

TABLE III: AN EXAMPLE OF SHIFT OPERATOR APPLICATION RELATED TO BINARY GENES (TO RIGHT)

IV. SIMULATION STUDY
In this part of the paper, simulation studies are
applied for three different cases. The results of
different cases are compared and finally,
conceptual achievements are presented. For the
base case study (case1), simulation study has been
performed on generation system of a typical test
system including 10 thermal units, 1 pumped
storage hydro power plant, and 1 wind farm. For
Case2, under similar conditions with base case
study, the simulation has been repeatedly
implemented by one change. Only 1 pumped
storage hydro power plant has been ignored from
generation system. For Case3, under similar
conditions with base case study, only 1 wind farm
has been ignored from generation system. The
complete
information
of
power
plants
characteristics which are bided in unipolar power
pool market such as max and min amount of real
power generation, primary production state,
coefficients of cost function of thermal units, min
and max amount of stored energy in PSHPP's
upper reservoir, min and max capacity of power
generation/pumped of PSH power plant, wind
farm's generation capacity and hourly load
demand profile have been shown in the paper
appendix (1). In base case study (case1), Proposed
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advanced genetic algorithm has been applied for
optimal scheduling of all types of power plants
under a day-ahead power pool market conditions.
Thermal generation companies bide power-price
curve to Independent System Operator (ISO) in
three segments. In addition to powerprice curve
biding into the unipolar power pool market, to
control frequency and system reliability
management during sudden forced outages of
generating units, thermal generation companies
proposes their unloaded synchronized capacity to
ancillary services market to participate in spinning
reserve provision. Price of spinning reserve for
each thermal GENCO is considered as 15% of their
highest incremental cost of energy production. To
support participation of PSH power plants and
wind farms in power pool market, it is assumed
that market clearing price or MCP is paid to them
by ISO. Positive and negative unbalances of wind
farms for active power generation in power pool
market with cost coefficient equal toτhave been
incentivized and punished by (1+τ).MCP ($) and
(1-τ).MCP ($), respectively. To run this simulation,
coefficientτwas set 0.5.Probabilistic generation
scenarios of wind farm are used according to
reference [5] based on probability distribution
function. The number of chromosomes to solve UC
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optimization problem is determined 5.Penalty
coefficients α, β and γ in proposed advanced

genetic algorithm are equal to 10, 4, and 2,
respectively.

Figure 2: the flowchart of proposed advanced genetic algorithm

Simulation study has been performed in Mathlab
software. For base case (case1), simulation results
in figure (3) show convergence curve of fitness
function for proposed advanced genetic algorithm
while the goal is maximizing partnership benefit in
a day-ahead power pool market at the presence of
PSH power plans and wind farms in addition to
thermal units.
Total benefit of all generation companies to
provide network load demand in 24 hours of
power pool market equals 72616$ which for
thermal units, wind farm, and pumped storage
hydro power plant are equal to 59477$, 13058$,
and 81$, respectively. As expected, thermal
GENCOs will achieve the most benefit of power
pool market, because the biggest part of daily
generation to provide total load demand is
assigned to these units during market clearing
time interval. After thermal units, wind farms
receive second priority in power pool market
scheduling for energy production because they do
not impose any cost for energy injection to power
system. So, wind farms will earn benefit much
more than PSH power plants GENCOs, but, lower

than thermal GENCOs. And, finally, the lowest
benefit in power pool market goes to PSHpower
plants GENCOs that are only utilized at critical
moments to flatten load profile curve and storing
energy of wind farms in unwanted time of power
market scheduling. They are scheduled the way
that produce energy at peak load hours and
consume energy and pump water to upper
reservoir at off-peak and low-load. As can be seen
from simulation results in Figure.4,for base case
study (case1), energy stored in PSHPP's upper
reservoir does not change at the beginning of
scheduling time from period 1 to 10 (OFF state),
but it reduces from 400 to 399 in periods 10 and
11, indicating its generation mode, and then it does
not change from period 12 to 23 (OFF state), and it
increases from 399 to 400 in periods 23 and 24,
which shows the pumping mode of PSHPP.As can
be seen in Fig.5 for base case study (case1), wind
farm is scheduled for energy generation in power
pool market from hour 9 with energy production
equal to 47MW and it continues to operate until
hour 16 (ON state), then it turns off from hour 16
until hour 20 (OFF state). In periods 21 and 22, it is
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again scheduled for energy generation in power
pool market with 35MW and 20MW (ON state),
respectively; after these times, it is not scheduled
for energy generation in time periods 23 and 24,
again. For base case (case1), unit commitment has
been solved by use of proposed advanced genetic
algorithm and load economic dispatch (ED) on all
types of generation companies which are present
in power pool market, shown in Table (5). Market
clearing price klmn no for each scheduling time
period with regard to offered energy generation
price by most expensive thermal unit is calculated
which are presented in Table(6). Comparing total
benefit in three case studies (case1, case2 and
case3) and benefit of thermal units, wind farm and
PSH power plant in Table (7) shows that when
PSHPPs and wind farms are scheduled,

simultaneously, not only the most aggregate
benefit of power pool market clearing is achieved,
but also each PSHPP and wind farm will earn
maximum benefit of power production, compared
to cases (case2 and case3) when one of them was
not participating in power pool market.
Furthermore, from table (7), we can conclude that
the total achieved benefit from power pool market
clearing in the absence of wind farm decrease
more compared to the condition of PSHPP not
participating in power market. Because wind farm
scheduling to provide a part of network load
demand does not impose any operating cost to the
market, while, PSHPP scheduling imposes
consonant cost to the power pool market in either
generating or pumping operating mode.

TABLE V: LOAD ECONOMIC DISPATCH ON PSHPP, WIND FARM AND THERMAL GENCOS

TABLE VI: MARKET CLEARING PRICE IN A DAY-AHEAD POOL MARKET
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TABLE VII: COMPARING TOTAL BENEFIT IN THREE CASE STUDIES AND BENEFIT OF THERMAL UNITS, WIND FARM
AND PSH POWER PLANT

Figure 3: Convergence curve of fitness function by proposed advanced genetic algorithm application (case1)

Figure 4: stored energy curve of PSHPP behind upper reservoir (case1)

I. CONCLUSION
In this paper, proposed advanced genetic
algorithm was utilized to optimal scheduling of UC
problem for a day-ahead power pool market.
Simulation results indicated the effectiveness and
applicability of proposed algorithm and its good

convergence characteristic to optimal solution. In
addition, we have also found that simultaneous
scheduling of wind farms and PSH power plants
brings maximum benefits to all market's
shareholders in power pool market with
simultaneous clearing of energy and reserve
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Figure 5: Energy production curve of wind farm (case1)
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Appendix (1)
TABLE VIII: INFORMATION OF ALL EXISTENT TYPE GENERATION COMPANIES
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TABLE IX: COEFFICIENTS FOR PIECEWISE LINEAR PRODUCTION COST OF THERMAL UNITS

TABLE X: HOURLY LOAD DEMAND PROFILE (LDC) OF TEST NETWORK IN A DAY-AHEAD POWER POOL MARKET
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